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Introduction {#medu13074-sec-0004}
============

The concept of motivation pervades our professional and personal lives. We colloquially speak of motivation to get out of bed, write a paper, do household chores, answer the phone, and of course, to learn. We sense that motivation to learn exists (as opposed to being a euphemism, intellectual invention or epiphenomenon) and is important as both a dependent variable (higher or lower levels of motivation resulting from specific educational activities)[1](#medu13074-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} and an independent variable[2](#medu13074-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} (motivational manipulations to enhance learning)[3](#medu13074-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#medu13074-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#medu13074-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}. But what do we really mean by motivation to learn, and how can a better understanding of motivation influence what we do as educators?

Countless theories have been proposed to explain human motivation.[6](#medu13074-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Although each sheds light on specific aspects of motivation, each of necessity neglects others. The diversity of theories creates confusion because most have areas of conceptual overlap and disagreement, and many employ an idiosyncratic vocabulary using different words for the same concept and the same word for different concepts.[7](#medu13074-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Although this can be disconcerting, each contemporary theory nonetheless contributes a unique perspective with potentially novel insights and distinct implications for practice and future research.

Previous reviews of motivation in health professions education have focused on practical implications or broad overviews without extended theoretical elaborations,[2](#medu13074-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#medu13074-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} or focused on only one theory.[4](#medu13074-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#medu13074-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#medu13074-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#medu13074-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#medu13074-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#medu13074-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#medu13074-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#medu13074-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#medu13074-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#medu13074-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} A review that explains and contrasts multiple theories will encourage a more nuanced understanding of motivational principles, and will facilitate additional research to advance the science in this field.

The purpose of this cross‐cutting edge article is to succinctly summarise five contemporary theories about motivation to learn, clearly articulate key intersections and distinctions among theories, and identify important considerations for future research. We selected these theories based on their presence in recent reviews;[6](#medu13074-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#medu13074-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#medu13074-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#medu13074-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} we sought but did not find other broadly‐recognised modern theories. Our goal is not to present a comprehensive examination of recent evidence, but to make the theoretical foundations of motivation accessible to medical educators. We acknowledge that for each theory we can scarcely scratch the surface, and thus suggest further reading for those who wish to study in greater depth (see Table [1](#medu13074-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

###### 

Summary of contemporary motivation theories

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                       Expectancy‐value                                                                                                             Attribution                                                                                                                                     Social‐cognitive                                                                                                                                                       Goal orientation                                                                                                                                                                                                Self‐determination
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Main idea                                                                            Motivation is a function of the expectation of success and perceived value.                                                  After an event, learners create subconscious causal explanations (attributions) for the results.\                                               Human learning and performance result from reciprocal interactions among personal, behavioural and environmental factors.\                                             Learners tend to engage in tasks with concerns about mastering content (mastery goal), doing better than others (performance‐approach goal) or avoiding failure (performance‐avoidance goal).\                  Intrinsic motivation leads people to act purely to satisfy their curiosity or desire for mastery.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Attributions vary in terms of locus, stability and controllability. These influence emotions, which in turn drive motivation in future tasks.   Self‐efficacy beliefs are the primary drivers of motivated action.                                                                                                     Mastery goals appear to stimulate interest and deep learning, whereas performance‐approach goals are associated with better grades. Performance‐avoidance goals are associated with less favourable outcomes.   All other actions are prompted by extrinsic motivation, which is driven by social values. Extrinsically motivated actions can become self‐determined as values become integrated and internalised.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Intrinsic and internalised motivations are promoted by feelings of competence, autonomy and relatedness.

  Key concepts                                                                         Expectation of success is the degree to which individuals believe they will be successful if they try.\                      Locus refers to whether the cause is internal or external to the individual.\                                                                   Self‐efficacy is a subjective judgement of one\'s capability to learn or perform at a specified level.\                                                                Mastery orientation refers to a focus on getting smarter or better; it emerges from an 'incremental' or growth learning mindset (ability is malleable, situations are controllable).\                           Autonomy refers to the opportunity to control one\'s actions.\
                                                                                       Task value is the degree to which individuals perceive personal importance, value or intrinsic interest in doing the task.   Stability refers to whether the cause is fixed or likely to change.\                                                                            Outcome expectations refer to the belief that certain outcomes will result from given actions.\                                                                        Performance orientation refers to a focus on looking smart and not looking dumb; it emerges from an 'entity' learning mindset (ability is fixed, situations are less controllable).                             Competence refers to the perceived ability to master and achieve.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Controllability refers to whether the cause is within or outside the individual\'s control.                                                     Self‐regulation is a cyclical process whereby individuals use self‐generated feedback about their learning or performance to manage their pursuit of personal goals.                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Relatedness refers to a sense of affiliation with or belonging to others to whom they would like to feel connected.

  Comparison with other theories                                                       Concepts of expectancy of success and value recur in many other theories.                                                    The tenet that emotion mediates task value distinguishes AT from classic EVT.\                                                                  Self‐efficacy is similar to many constructs of expectancy of success, but is generally more task, context, and goal specific.                                          By contrast with AT, controllability beliefs vary by individual (i.e. are not a fixed property of the event or learner).                                                                                        SDT places unique emphasis on autonomy, choice and human relationships.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Implicit attributions about the stability of ability are central to GOT.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Attributions are fundamental to self‐regulation as articulated in SCT.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  Seminal contemporary writers and resources[a](#medu13074-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   Eccles[21](#medu13074-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}\                                                                             Weiner[22](#medu13074-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#medu13074-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}                                                      Bandura[25](#medu13074-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}\                                                                                                                      Dweck[31](#medu13074-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#medu13074-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}\                                                                                                                      Deci[43](#medu13074-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}\
                                                                                       Wigfield[20](#medu13074-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Schunk[6](#medu13074-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#medu13074-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}\                                                                             Ames[33](#medu13074-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}\                                                                                                                                                                  Ryan[45](#medu13074-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Zimmerman[28](#medu13074-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#medu13074-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}                                                                          Elliot[38](#medu13074-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}\                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Harackiewicz[39](#medu13074-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                           
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AT = attribution theory; EVT = expectancy‐value theory; GOT = goal orientation theory; SCT = social‐cognitive theory; SDT = self‐determination theory.

In addition to the theory‐specific resources listed here, the book by Schunk *et al*.[6](#medu13074-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} offers an outstanding overview of motivation in education.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

For this review we define motivation as 'the process whereby goal‐directed activities are instigated and sustained',[6](#medu13074-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} (pg 5) Although others exist, this definition highlights four key concepts: motivation is a process; it is focused on a goal; and it deals with both the initiation and the continuation of activity directed at achieving that goal.

Common themes {#medu13074-sec-0005}
=============

We have identified four recurrent themes across the five theories discussed below, and believe that an up‐front overview will help readers recognise commonalities and differences across theories. Table [1](#medu13074-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} offers a concise summary of each theory and Table [2](#medu13074-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} attempts to clarify overlapping terminology.

###### 

Similar concepts and terminology across several contemporary theories: clarifying confusable terminology

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Term (core theory)           Definition                                                                                                                           Similar to ...                 Sometimes confused with ...                                                                                                                                                                      Distinguishing features, by theory
  ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Self‐efficacy (SCT)          Perceived capability to learn or perform at a certain level based in large part on past accomplishments.                             Expectancy of success (EVT)\   Self‐concept and self‐esteem (more general characteristics of learner; less context specific)\                                                                                                   Self‐efficacy in SCT is very dynamic and context specific: it varies by task, setting, mood, physical health, etc.\
                                                                                                                                                                    Competence (SDT)               Outcome expectations (beliefs that specific outcomes will result from given actions)                                                                                                             Definitions of expectancy of success and self‐efficacy in EVT vary; in early theories this was rather general (often similar to self‐esteem), but evolved to a more dynamic and context‐specific construct in later theories.[19](#medu13074-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    In AT, expectancy of success is determined by the causal dimension of stability.

  Task value (EVT)             Perceived importance, usefulness, enjoyment or benefit to the individual of successful task completion.                              Valence (EVT)\                 --                                                                                                                                                                                               In SDT, value can arise from intrinsic motivation (e.g. curiosity) or extrinsic motivation (e.g. goals, utility and social values).\
                                                                                                                                                                    Outcome expectation (SCT)\                                                                                                                                                                                                      Outcome expectations (SCT; the belief that specific outcomes will result from given actions) are conceptually similar to, but not synonymous with, task value.\
                                                                                                                                                                    Goal incentives (AT)                                                                                                                                                                                                            In AT, task value is indirect, mediated by the learner\'s affective (emotional) response.

  Goal                         Short‐ or long‐term objective or purpose that prompts human action.                                                                  Objective, aim and purpose     Goal orientation (a general attitude to learning that is influenced by underlying beliefs about the controllability and stability of learning capacity; see mastery goal and performance goal)   Goal *content* theories focus on what learners are trying to achieve.[41](#medu13074-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Goal *setting* theories focus on the standard of performance, goal properties (proximity, specificity and difficulty) and goal choice.[42](#medu13074-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}

  Mastery goal (GOT)           General mindset for learning (often subconscious) that the chief concern is to get smarter by learning new knowledge or skills.      Learning goal\                 Goal setting: a focus on the standard of performance (goal choice, targeted performance level and commitment).\                                                                                  Goal orientations involve an attribution, but differ from AT in that controllability beliefs vary by individual (i.e. are not a fixed property of the event or factor).
                                                                                                                                                                    Task goal                      Goal content: a focus on what learners are trying to achieve.                                                                                                                                    

  Performance goal (GOT)       General mindset for learning (often subconscious) that the chief concern is to look smart and avoid looking dumb.                    Ego goal\                      See mastery goal.                                                                                                                                                                                See mastery goal.
                                                                                                                                                                    Ability goal                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  Intrinsic motivation (SDT)   'Natural inclination toward assimilation, mastery, spontaneous interest, and exploration'[45](#medu13074-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}   Intrinsic interest\            --                                                                                                                                                                                               Intrinsic motivation forms the core of SDT\
                                                                                                                                                                    Intrinsic value                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Intrinsic interest is part of the Eccles‐Wigfield 'value' construct (EVT)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Interest is strongly associated with mastery goals (GOT)

  Locus (AT)                   In AT, a perception that the cause of action is internal or external to the individual.                                              --                             Locus of control                                                                                                                                                                                 Locus of control is a distinct concept that blurs locus with controllability; Weiner explicitly separates these constructs.[22](#medu13074-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AT = attribution theory; EVT = expectancy‐value theory; GOT = goal orientation theory; SCT = social‐cognitive theory; SDT = self‐determination theory.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

All contemporary theories include a concept related to beliefs about *competence*. Variously labelled expectancy of success, self‐efficacy, confidence and self‐concept, these beliefs all address, in essence, the question 'Can I do it?'. However, there are important distinctions both between and within theories, as elaborated below. For example, self‐concept and earlier conceptions of expectancy of success (expectancy‐value theory) viewed these beliefs in general terms (e.g. spanning a broad domain such as 'athletics' or 'clinical medicine', or generalising across time or situations). By contrast, self‐efficacy (social‐cognitive theory) and later conceptions of expectancy of success viewed these beliefs in much more task‐ and situation‐specific terms (e.g. 'Can I grade the severity of aortic stenosis?').

Most theories also include a concept regarding the *value* or anticipated result of the learning task. These beliefs include specific terms such as task value, outcome expectation and intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation. All address the question, 'Do I want do to it?' or 'What will happen (good or bad) if I do?'. Again, there are important distinctions between theories. For example, task value (expectancy‐value theory) focuses on the perceived importance or usefulness of successful task completion, whereas outcome expectation (social‐cognitive theory) focuses on the probable (expected) result of an action if full effort is invested.

Most theories discuss the importance of *attributions* in shaping beliefs and future actions. Learners frequently establish conscious or unconscious links between an observed event or outcome and the personal factors that led to this outcome (i.e. the underlying cause). To the degree that learners perceive that the underlying cause is changeable and within their control, they will be more likely to persist in the face of initial failure.

Finally, all contemporary theories of motivation are 'cognitive' in the sense that, by contrast with some earlier theories, they presume the involvement of mental processes that are not directly observable. Moreover, recent theories increasingly recognise that motivation cannot be fully explained as an individual phenomenon, but rather that it often involves interactions between an individual and a larger social context. Bandura labelled his theory a 'social‐cognitive theory' of learning, but all of the theories discussed below include both *social and cognitive elements*.

Again, each theory operationalises each concept slightly differently and we encourage readers to pay attention to such distinctions (using Table [2](#medu13074-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} for support) for the remainder of this text.

Expectancy‐value theories {#medu13074-sec-0006}
=========================

In a nutshell, expectancy‐value theories[20](#medu13074-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#medu13074-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} identify two key independent factors that influence behaviour (Fig. [1](#medu13074-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}): the degree to which individuals believe they will be successful if they try (expectancy of success), and the degree to which they perceive that there is a personal importance, value or intrinsic interest in doing the task (task value).

![Expectancy‐value theory. This is a simplified version of Wigfield and Eccles\'s theory; it does not contain all of the details of their theory and blurs some subtle but potentially important distinctions. The key constructs of task value and expectancy of success are influenced by motivational beliefs, which are in turn determined by social influences that are perceived and interpreted by learner cognitive processes](MEDU-50-997-g001){#medu13074-fig-0001}

Expectancy of success is more than a perception of general competence; it represents a future‐oriented conviction that one can accomplish the anticipated task. If I do not believe I will be successful in accomplishing a task, I am unlikely to begin. Such beliefs can be both general (e.g. global self‐concept) and specific (judgements of ability to learn a specific skill or topic). According to Wigfield and Eccles,[20](#medu13074-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} expectancy of success is shaped by motivational beliefs that fall into three broad categories: goals, self‐concept and task difficulty. Goals refer to specific short‐ and long‐term learning objectives. Self‐concept refers to general impressions about one\'s capacity in this task domain (e.g. academic ability, athletic prowess, social skills or good looks). Task difficulty refers to the perceived (not necessarily actual) difficulty of the specific task. Empirical studies show that expectancy beliefs predict both engagement in learning activities and learning achievement (e.g. test scores and grades). In fact, expectancy of success may be a stronger predictor of success than past performance.[20](#medu13074-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

According to expectancy‐value theorists, however, motivation requires more than just a conviction that I can succeed; I must also expect some immediate or future personal gain or value. Like expectancy of success, task value or valence is perceived (not necessarily actual) and at times idiosyncratic. At least four factors have been conceived as contributing to task value: a given topic might be particularly interesting or enjoyable to the learner (interest or *intrinsic value*); learning about a topic or mastering a skill might be perceived as useful for practical reasons, or a necessary step toward a future goal (utility or *extrinsic value*); successfully learning a skill might hold personal importance in its own right or as an affirmation of the learner\'s self‐concept (importance or *attainment value*); and focusing time and energy on one task means that other tasks are neglected (opportunity *costs*). Other costs and potential negative consequences include anxiety, effort and the possibility of failure. For example, a postgraduate physician might spend extra time learning cardiac auscultation simply because he finds it fascinating, or because he believes it will help him provide better care for patients, or because he perceives this as a fundamental part of his persona as a physician. Alternatively, he might spend less time learning this skill in order to spend more time mastering surgical skills, or because he simply doesn\'t feel it is worth the effort. Although some evidence suggests that these four factors (interest, utility, importance and cost) are distinguishable from one another in measurement,[20](#medu13074-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} it is not yet known whether learners make these distinctions in practice. Task value is, in theory, primarily shaped by one motivational belief: affective memories (reactions and emotions associated with prior experiences). Favourable experiences enhance perceived value; unfavourable experiences diminish it.

The motivational beliefs that determine expectancy of success (goals, self‐concept and task difficulty) and task value (affective memories) are in turn shaped by life events, social influences (parents, teacher or peer pressure, professional values, etc.) and the environment. These shaping forces are interpreted through the learner\'s personal perspectives and perceptions (i.e. cognitive processes). It is perception, and not necessarily reality, that governs motivational beliefs.

Empirical studies (nearly all of them outside of medical education) show that both expectancy of success and value are associated with learning outcomes, including choice of topics to study, degree of involvement in learning (engagement and persistence) and achievement (performance). Task value seems most strongly associated with choice, whereas expectancy of success seems most strongly associated with engagement, depth of processing and learning achievement.[20](#medu13074-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} In other words, in choosing whether to learn something the task value matters most; once that choice has been made, expectancy of success is most strongly associated with actual success.

Attribution theory {#medu13074-sec-0007}
==================

Attribution theory (Fig. [2](#medu13074-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) explains why people react variably to a given experience, suggesting that different responses arise from differences in the perceived cause of the initial outcome. Success or failure in mastering a new skill, for example, might be attributed to personal effort, innate ability, other people (e.g. the teacher) or luck. These attributions are often subconscious, but strongly influence future activities. Failure attributed to lack of ability might discourage future effort, whereas failure attributed to poor teaching or bad luck might suggest the need to try again, especially if the teacher or luck is expected to change. Attributions directly influence expectancy of future success, and indirectly influence perceived value as mediated by the learner\'s emotional response to success or failure.

![Attribution theory. This is a simplified version of Weiner\'s theory; it does not contain all of the details of his theory and blurs some subtle but potentially important distinctions. The process begins with an event; if the outcome is expected or positive, it will often directly elicit emotions (happiness or frustration) without any further action. However, outcomes that are unexpected, negative or perceived as important will often awaken the inquisitive 'naïve scientist' who seeks to identify a causal explanation. The individual will interpret the outcome in light of personal and environmental conditions to 'hypothesise' a perceived cause, which can be organised along three dimensions: locus, stability and controllability. Stability influences perceived expectancy of success. Locus, controllability and stability collectively influence emotional responses (which reflect the subjective value) and these in turn drive future behaviours](MEDU-50-997-g002){#medu13074-fig-0002}

Attribution theory postulates that humans have a tacit goal of understanding and mastering themselves and their environment, and act as 'naïve scientists' to establish cause‐effect relationships for events in their lives. The process of attribution starts with an event, such as receiving a grade or learning a skill. If the result is expected and positive, the learner is content and the naïve scientist is not aroused (i.e. there is nothing to investigate). Conversely, if the result is negative, unexpected or particularly important, the scientist begins to search (often subconsciously) for an explanation, taking into account personal and environmental factors to come up with an hypothesis (i.e. an attribution: ability, effort, luck, health, mood, etc.). However, attributions do not directly motivate behaviour. Rather, they are interpreted or reframed into psychologically meaningful (actionable) responses. Empirical research suggests that such interpretations occur along three distinct conceptual dimensions: *locus* (internal to the learner or external), *stability* (likely to change or fixed) and *controllability* (within or outside the learner\'s control). For example, poor instructional quality (external locus) might be stable (the only teacher for this topic) or unstable (several other teachers available), and controllable (selected by the learner) or uncontrollable (assigned by others), depending on the learner\'s perception of the situation. Bad luck is typically interpreted as external, unstable and uncontrollable; personal effort is internal, changeable and controllable; and innate skill is internal, largely fixed and uncontrollable.

Weiner linked attributions with motivation through the constructs of expectancy of success and task value.[22](#medu13074-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Expectancy of success is directly influenced by perceived causes, primarily through the stability dimension: 'If conditions (the presence or absence of causes) are expected to remain the same, then the outcome(s) experienced in the past will be expected to recur. ... If the causal conditions are perceived as likely to change, then ... there is likely to be uncertainty about subsequent outcomes'.[22](#medu13074-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Locus and controllability are not strongly linked with expectancy of success, because past success (regardless of locus orientation or degree of controllability) will predict future success if conditions remain stable.

By contrast, the link between attributions and 'goal incentives' (i.e. task value) is less direct, being mediated instead by the learner\'s emotions or 'affective response'. Weiner distinguishes the objective value of achieving a goal (e.g. earning a dollar or learning a skill) from the subjective or affective value of that achievement (e.g. happiness or pride), and argues that there is 'no blatant reason to believe that objective value is influenced by perceived causality ... but \[causal ascriptions\] do determine or guide emotional reactions, or the subjective consequences of goal attainment'.[22](#medu13074-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Other emotional reactions include gratitude, serenity, surprise, anger, guilt, hopelessness, pity and shame. Cognitive processes influence the interplay between an event, the perceived cause and the attributed emotional reaction, with complex and often idiosyncratic results (i.e. how we think influences how we feel). 'For example, a dollar attained because of good luck could elicit surprise; a dollar earned by hard work might produce pride; and a dollar received from a friend when in need is likely to beget gratitude',[22](#medu13074-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} although it might also beget shame or guilt. Weiner distinguishes outcome‐dependent and attribution‐dependent emotions. Outcome‐dependent emotions are the direct result of success (e.g. happiness) or failure (e.g. sadness and frustration). Attribution‐dependent emotions are, as the name implies, determined by the inferred causal dimension: pride and self‐esteem ('internal' emotions) are linked with locus; anger, gratitude, guilt, pity and shame ('social' emotions) are connected with controllability; and hopelessness and the *intensity* of many other emotions are associated with stability (i.e. one might feel greater gratitude or greater shame because of a stable cause).

Attribution theory proposes several 'antecedent conditions' that influence the attributional process. *Environmental antecedents* include social norms and information received from self and others (e.g. feedback). *Personal antecedents* include differences in causal rules, attributional biases and prior knowledge. Attributional biases or errors include: the 'fundamental attribution error', in which situation or context‐specific factors are ignored, such that a single event is extrapolated into a universal trait of the individual; self‐serving bias, in which success is ascribed to internal causes and failure is ascribed to external causes; and actor‐observer bias, in which the learner\'s actions are situation specific and the actions of others are a general trait.

Social‐cognitive theory {#medu13074-sec-0008}
=======================

Social‐cognitive theory is most generally a theory of learning. It contends that people learn through reciprocal interactions with their environment and by observing others, rather than simply through direct reinforcement of behaviours (as proposed by behaviourist theories of learning).[23](#medu13074-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} As regards motivation, the theory emphasises that humans are not thoughtless actors responding involuntarily to rewards and punishments, but that cognition governs how individuals interpret their environment and self‐regulate their thoughts, feelings and actions.

Bandura[23](#medu13074-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} theorised that human performance results from reciprocal interactions between three factors ('triadic reciprocal determinism'): *personal factors* (e.g. beliefs, expectations, attitudes and biology), *behavioral factors,* and *environmental factors* (both the social and physical environment). Humans are thus proactive and self‐regulating rather than reactive organisms shaped only by the environment; they are 'both products and producers of their own environments and of their own social systems'.[24](#medu13074-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Consider, for example, a medical student in a surgery clerkship that is full of highly competitive peers and is run by a physician with little tolerance of mistakes. Such an environment will interact with the student\'s personal characteristics (e.g. his confidence, emotions and prior knowledge) to shape how he behaves and whether or not he learns. At the same time, how he behaves will influence the environment and may change some of his personal factors (e.g. his thoughts and feelings). Thus, the extent to which this student is *motivated* to learn and perform is determined by the reciprocal interactions of his own thoughts and feelings, the nature of the learning environment and his actions.

The active process of regulating one\'s behaviour and manipulating the environment in pursuit of personal goals is fundamental to functioning as a motivated individual. Whether or not people choose to pursue their goals depends, in no small measure, on beliefs about their own capabilities, values and interests.[24](#medu13074-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Chief among these self‐beliefs is self‐efficacy, defined as 'People\'s beliefs about their capabilities to produce designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their lives'.[25](#medu13074-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Self‐efficacy is a belief about what a person *can* do rather than a personal judgement about one\'s physical or psychological attributes.[26](#medu13074-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} In Bandura\'s words, 'Unless people believe they can produce desired effects by their actions, they have little incentive to act'.[27](#medu13074-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Thus, self‐efficacy forms the foundation for motivated action.

Unlike broader notions of self‐concept or self‐esteem, self‐efficacy is domain, task and context‐specific. For instance, a medical student might report fairly high self‐efficacy for simple suturing but may have much lower self‐efficacy for other surgical procedures, or might have lower self‐efficacy in a competitive environment than in a cooperative one.

Self‐efficacy should not be confused with *outcome expectation* -- the belief that certain outcomes will result from given actions[18](#medu13074-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} (i.e. the anticipated value to the individual). Because self‐efficacy beliefs help to determine the outcomes one expects, the two constructs are typically positively correlated, yet sometimes self‐efficacy and outcome expectations diverge. For example, a high‐performing, highly efficacious college student may choose not to apply to the most elite medical school because she expects a rejection. In this case, academic self‐efficacy is high but outcome expectations are low. Research indicates that self‐efficacy beliefs are usually better predictors of behaviour than are outcome expectations.[26](#medu13074-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#medu13074-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Ultimately, however, both self‐efficacy and favourable outcome expectations are required for optimal motivation.[18](#medu13074-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

Bandura, Zimmerman and Schunk have identified the key role of self‐efficacy in activating core learning processes, including cognition, motivation, affect and selection.[6](#medu13074-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#medu13074-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#medu13074-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#medu13074-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Learners come to any learning task with past experiences, aptitudes and social supports that collectively determine their pre‐task self‐efficacy. Several factors influence self‐efficacy during the task (Fig. [3](#medu13074-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), and during and after the task learners interpret cues that further shape self‐efficacy.[27](#medu13074-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Among these sources of self‐efficacy, the most powerful is how learners interpret previous experiences (so‐called *enactive mastery experiences*). Generally speaking, successes reinforce one\'s self‐efficacy, whereas failures weaken it. In addition, learners interpret the outcomes of others' actions (*modelling*). Learners may adjust their own efficacy beliefs based on such vicarious experiences, particularly if they perceive the model as similar to themselves (e.g. a near‐peer). The influence of *verbal persuasion* ('You can do it!') appears to be limited at best. Furthermore, persuasion that proves unrealistic (e.g. persuasion to attempt a task that results in failure) can damage self‐efficacy and lowers the persuader\'s credibility. Finally, *physiological and emotional information* shapes self‐efficacy beliefs: enthusiasm and positive emotions typically enhance self‐efficacy whereas negative emotions diminish it.[24](#medu13074-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#medu13074-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

![Social‐cognitive model of motivated learning. This is adapted from Schunk\'s model of motivated learning; it incorporates additional concepts from Bandura and other authors. Learners begin a learning task with pre‐existing self‐efficacy determined by past experiences, aptitudes and social supports. Learners can perform the task themselves or watch others (e.g. instructor or peer models) perform the task. During the task, self‐efficacy, together with other personal and situational factors, influences cognitive engagement, motivation to learn, emotional response and task selection. During and after the task, learners perceive and interpret cues that influence self‐efficacy for future tasks. Zimmerman defined a three‐phase self‐regulation cycle that mirrors this model, comprised of forethought (pre‐task), performance and volitional control (during task) and self‐reflection (after task)](MEDU-50-997-g003){#medu13074-fig-0003}

One way in which social‐cognitive theory has been operationalised for practical application involves the concept of self‐regulation, which addresses how students manage their motivation and learning. Zimmerman proposed a model of self‐regulation[30](#medu13074-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} comprising three cyclical stages: forethought (before the task, e.g. appraising self‐efficacy, and establishing goals and strategies), performance (during the task, e.g. self‐monitoring) and self‐reflection (after the task). Self‐regulation is an area of active investigation in medical education.[14](#medu13074-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#medu13074-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

Goal orientation (achievement goal) theories {#medu13074-sec-0009}
============================================

The meaning of 'goals' in goal orientation theories[31](#medu13074-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#medu13074-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#medu13074-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#medu13074-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} (also called achievement goal theory) is different from that in most other motivation theories. Rather than referring to learning objectives ('My goal is to learn about cardiology'), the goals in this cluster of theories refer to broad orientations or purposes in learning that are commonly subconscious. With *performance goals* the primary concern is to do better than others and avoid looking dumb: 'I want to get a good grade'. *Mastery goals*, by contrast, focus on the intrinsic value of learning (i.e. gaining new knowledge or skills): 'I want to understand the material'. These broad orientations lead in turn to different learning behaviours or approaches. Dweck\'s theory of 'implicit theories of intelligence' takes these two orientations further, suggesting that they reflect learners' underlying attributions ('mindsets', or dispositional attitudes and beliefs) regarding their ability to learn (Fig. [4](#medu13074-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Goal orientation theory and implicit theories of intelligence. This is a simplified illustration of Dweck\'s theory; it does not contain all of the details of her theory and blurs some subtle but potentially important distinctions. Learners tend toward one of two implicit self‐theories or mindsets regarding their ability. Those with an entity mindset view ability as fixed, and because low performance or difficult learning would threaten their self‐concept they unconsciously pursue 'performance' goals that help them to look smart and avoid failure. By contrast, those with an incremental mindset view ability as something to be enhanced with practice, and thus pursue goals that cause them to stretch and grow ('mastery' goals). Evidence and further theoretical refinements also support the distinction of performance‐approach goals ('look smart'; typically associated with high performance) and performance‐avoidance goals ('avoid failure'; invariably associated with poor performance)](MEDU-50-997-g004){#medu13074-fig-0004}

Learners with performance goals have a (subconscious) self‐theory that intelligence or ability is a stable fixed trait (an 'entity' mindset). People are either smart (or good at basketball or art) or they\'re not. Because this stable trait cannot be changed, learners are concerned about looking and feeling like they have 'enough', which requires that they perform well. Easy, low‐effort successes make them feel smarter and encourage continued study; challenging, effortful tasks and poor performance are interpreted as indicating low ability and lead learners to progressively disengage and eventually give up. Learners with this entity mindset magnify their failures and forget their successes, give up quickly in the face of challenge, and adopt defensive or self‐sabotaging behaviours. A strong belief in their ability may lead them to persevere after failure. However, low confidence will cause them to disengage into a 'helpless' state because it is psychologically safer to blame failure on lack of effort ('I wasn\'t really trying') than on lack of intelligence. Dweck noted, 'It is ironic that those students who are most concerned with looking smart may be at a disadvantage for this very reason'.[32](#medu13074-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

Learners with a mastery goal orientation, by contrast, have a self‐theory that intelligence and ability can increase or improve through learning (an 'incremental' mindset). People get smarter (or better at basketball or art) by studying and practising. This mindset leads people to seek learning opportunities because these will make them smarter. They thrive on challenge and even initial failure because they have an implicit 'No pain, no gain' belief. In fact, even learners with low confidence in their current ability will choose challenging tasks if they have an incremental mindset. Learners with an incremental mindset feel smart when they fully engage in learning and stretch their ability (the mastery goal orientation); easy tasks hold little or no value and failure is viewed as simply a cue to look for a better strategy and exert renewed effort.

Mindsets are related to the controllability and stability dimensions of attribution theory: entity mindsets lead to attributions of fixed and uncontrollable causes (e.g. ability), whereas incremental mindsets lead to attributions of controllable and changeable causes (e.g. effort).[31](#medu13074-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#medu13074-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Mindsets are typically a matter of degree, not black‐and‐white, and appear to be domain and situation specific: a learner might have predominantly entity beliefs about procedural tasks but incremental beliefs about communication skills. Mindsets change with age: young children typically have incremental mindsets, whereas most people have shifted toward entity mindsets by age 12.[32](#medu13074-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

Researchers building on the work of Dweck and others[33](#medu13074-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#medu13074-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#medu13074-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} have separated performance goals into those that make the learner look good (performance 'approach' goals such as trying to outperform others) and those in which the learner tries to avoid looking bad (performance 'avoidance' goals such as avoiding challenging or uncertain tasks).[38](#medu13074-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#medu13074-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Empirical results from real‐world settings differ for different outcomes: performance‐approach goals are consistently more associated with higher achievement (e.g. better grades) than are mastery goals, whereas mastery goals are associated with greater interest and deep learning strategies. These empirical observations require further explanation but could reflect shortcomings in mastery‐oriented study strategies (i.e. learners focus on areas of interest rather than studying broadly) or grading systems that favour superficial learning.[40](#medu13074-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} Performance‐avoidance goals, by contrast, are consistently associated with low achievement and other negative outcomes.

One of the most compelling findings of Dweck\'s theory is that the incremental mindset is teachable. Randomised trials demonstrate that teaching students that the brain is malleable and has limitless learning capacity leads them to seek more, and more difficult, learning opportunities and to persevere in the face of challenge.[32](#medu13074-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} The duration of this effect and its transfer to future tasks remain incompletely elucidated.

Unfortunately, the entity mindset also appears to be teachable, or at least unintentionally reinforced by individuals and learning climates that encourage competition, frame abilities as static or praise quick and easy success. Feedback intended to boost a learner\'s confidence ('You did really well on that test; you must be really smart!') may inadvertently encourage an entity mindset. Rather than emphasising innate ability, teachers should instill confidence that anyone can learn if they work at it.

Other motivation theories attempt to explain other aspects of goals, such as goal setting and goal content.[6](#medu13074-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#medu13074-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Goal *orientation* theories focus on the *why and how* of approach and engagement. Goal *setting* theories focus on the *standard* of performance, exploring issues such as goal properties (proximity, specificity and difficulty) and the factors that influence goal choice, the targeted level of performance and commitment.[42](#medu13074-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Goal *content* theories focus on *what* is trying to be achieved (i.e. the expected consequences). Ford and Nichols[41](#medu13074-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} developed a content taxonomy of 24 basic goals that they categorised as within‐person goals (e.g. entertainment, happiness and intellectual creativity) and goals dealing with interactions between the person and environment (e.g. superiority, belongingness, equity and safety).

Self‐determination theory {#medu13074-sec-0010}
=========================

Self‐determination theory (Fig. [5](#medu13074-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}) posits that motivation varies not only in quantity (magnitude) but also in quality (type and orientation). Humans innately desire to be autonomous -- to use their will (the capacity to choose how to satisfy needs) as they interact with their environment -- and tend to pursue activities they find inherently enjoyable. Our highest, healthiest and most creative and productive achievements typically occur when we are motivated by an intrinsic interest in the task. Unfortunately, although young children tend to act from intrinsic motivation, by the teenage years and into adulthood we progressively face external (extrinsic) influences to do activities that are not inherently interesting. These influences, coming in the form of career goals, societal values, promised rewards, deadlines and penalties, are not necessarily bad but ultimately subvert intrinsic motivation. Strong evidence indicates that rewards diminish intrinsic motivation.[43](#medu13074-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Deci and Ryan developed self‐determination theory to explain how to promote intrinsic motivation and also how to enhance motivation when external pressures are operative.

![Self‐determination theory. This is adapted from Ryan and Deci\'s theory. Self‐determination theory hypothesises three main motivation types: amotivation (lack of motivation), extrinsic motivation and intrinsic motivation, and six 'regulatory styles' (dark‐background boxes). Intrinsic motivation (intrinsic regulation) is entirely internal, emerging from pure personal interest, curiosity or enjoyment of the task. At the other extreme, amotivation (non‐regulation) results in inaction or action without real intent. In the middle is extrinsic motivation, with four regulatory styles that vary from external regulation (actions motivated purely by anticipated favourable or unfavourable consequences) to integrated regulation (in which external values and goals have become fully integrated into one\'s self‐image). The transition from external to integrated regulation requires that values and goals become internalised (personally important) and integrated (fully assimilated into one\'s sense of self). Internalisation and integration are promoted (or inhibited) by fulfillment (or non‐fulfillment) of three basic psychosocial needs: relatedness, competence and autonomy](MEDU-50-997-g005){#medu13074-fig-0005}

Intrinsic motivation is not caused because it is an innate human propensity, but it is alternatively stifled or encouraged by unfavourable or favourable conditions. *Cognitive evaluation theory*, a sub‐theory of self‐determination theory, proposes that fulfillment of three basic psychosocial needs will foster intrinsic motivation: *autonomy* (the opportunity to control one\'s actions), *competence* (self‐efficacy) and *relatedness* (a sense of affiliation with or belonging to others to whom one feels \[or would like to feel\] connected). Autonomy is promoted by providing opportunities for choice, acknowledging feelings, avoiding judgement and encouraging personal responsibility for actions. Rewards, punishments, deadlines, judgemental assessments and other controlling actions all undermine autonomy. Competence is supported by optimal challenge, and by feedback that promotes self‐efficacy (as outlined above) and avoids negativity. Relatedness is promoted through environments exhibiting genuine caring, mutual respect and safety.

In activities motivated by external influences, both the nature of the motivation and the resultant performance vary greatly. The motivation of a medical student who does his homework for fear of punishment is very different from motivation to learn prompted by a sincere desire to provide patients with optimal care. Deci and Ryan proposed that these qualitative differences arise because of differences in the degree to which external forces have been internalised and integrated (assimilated into the individual\'s sense of self). A second sub‐theory, *organismic integration theory,* explains these differences.

Organismic integration theory identifies three regulatory styles: *intrinsic* motivation at one extreme (highly productive and spontaneous), *amotivation* at the other extreme (complete lack of volition, failure to act or only going through the motions) and *extrinsic* motivation in between (actions prompted by an external force or regulation). Extrinsic motivation is divided, in turn, into four levels that vary in the degree to which the external regulation has been internalised (taking in a value or regulation) and integrated (further transformation of that regulation into their own self).[44](#medu13074-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#medu13074-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} The lowest level is *external* regulation: acting only to earn rewards or avoid punishment. Next is *introjected* regulation: acting to avoid guilt or anxiety, or to enhance pride or self‐esteem. The regulation has been partially internalised but not accepted as a personal goal. *Identified* regulation suggests that the external pressure has become a personally important self‐desired goal, but the goal is valued because it is useful rather than because it is inherently desirable. Finally, with *integrated* regulation the external influences are integrated with internal (intrinsic) interests, becoming part of one\'s personal identity and aspirations. Regulatory forces with identified and integrated regulation reflect an internal locus of causality (control) and behaviours are perceived as largely autonomous or self‐determined, whereas both external and introjected regulation reflect an external locus of causality. 'Thus, it is through internalisation and integration that individuals can be extrinsically motivated and still be committed and authentic.'[45](#medu13074-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Research suggests that the same three psychosocial needs described above promote the internalisation and integration of extrinsic motivations, with relatedness and competence being particularly important for internalisation, and autonomy being critical for integration.

Because optimal motivation and well‐being require meeting all three needs, 'Social contexts that engender conflicts between basic needs set up the conditions for alienation and psychopathology'.[45](#medu13074-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} The importance of these needs has been confirmed not only in education, but also in workplace performance, patient compliance and overall health and well‐being.[46](#medu13074-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

Integration across theories {#medu13074-sec-0011}
===========================

Over the past 25 years, contemporary motivation theories have increasingly shared and borrowed key concepts.[17](#medu13074-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} For example, all five theories discussed herein acknowledge human cognition as influencing perceptions and exerting powerful motivational controls. All also highlight reciprocal interactions between individuals and their socio‐environmental context. Definitions of expectancy have evolved to reflect substantial overlap with self‐efficacy. Attribution theory emerged from earlier expectancy‐value theories in an effort to explain the origins and antecedents (the 'Why?') of expectancies and values, ultimately emphasising the temporal sequence of events and the importance of emotions. Goal orientation theory merged early goal theories with the concept of implicit attributions. Self‐determination theory emphasises both autonomy (locus and control in attribution theory) and competence (very similar to self‐efficacy). With this conceptual overlap, it is easy to get confused with the terms as operationally defined within each theory. Table [2](#medu13074-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} attempts to clarify these areas of potential confusion.

Through this effort we have identified four recurrent themes among contemporary theories: competence beliefs, value beliefs, attribution and social‐cognitive interactions. We do not suggest that these theories can be reduced to these four concepts, but that these foundational principles underpin a more nuanced understanding of individual theories. Research conducted using one theoretical framework might also yield insights relevant to another.

Given the progressive blurring of boundaries and increasing conceptual overlap, can -- or should -- we ever achieve a grand unified theory of motivation? We note that each theory shines light on a different region of a larger picture, and thus contributes a unique perspective on a complex phenomenon involving individual learners and varying social contexts, topics and outcomes. Moreover, despite our and others' efforts[7](#medu13074-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#medu13074-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} to clarify terminology, conceptual differences among theories run much deeper than dictionary definitions can resolve. Even within a given theoretical domain, different investigators have operationally defined concepts and outcome measures with subtle but important distinctions that lead to vastly different conclusions.[31](#medu13074-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#medu13074-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#medu13074-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} The degree to which these differences can be both theoretically and empirically reconciled remains to be seen.[17](#medu13074-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} For now, we encourage maintaining theoretical distinctions while thoughtfully capitalising on overlapping concepts and explicit theoretical integrations for the enrichments they afford.

Implications and conclusions {#medu13074-sec-0012}
============================

Other authors have identified practical applications of motivation theory, most often instructional changes that could enhance motivation.[3](#medu13074-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#medu13074-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#medu13074-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#medu13074-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#medu13074-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} In Table S1 (available online) we provide a short summary of these suggestions, nearly all of which warrant investigation in health professions education. Educators and researchers will need to determine whether to apply these and other interventions to all learners (i.e. to improve the overall learning environment and instructional quality) or only to those with specific motivational characteristics (e.g. low self‐efficacy, entity mindsets, maladaptive attributions or external motivations).[17](#medu13074-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#medu13074-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#medu13074-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}

We will limit our further discussion to considerations for future research. Pintrich[50](#medu13074-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} identified seven broad questions for motivation research and suggested general research principles for investigating these questions; we summarise these in Table S2 (available online). By way of elaboration or emphasis, we conclude with four broad considerations that cut across theoretical and methodological boundaries.

First, motivation is far from a unitary construct. This may seem obvious, yet both lay educators and researchers commonly speak of 'motivation' without clarity regarding a specific theory or conceptual framework. Although different theories rarely contradict one another outright, each theory emphasises different aspects of motivation, different stages of learning, different learning tasks and different outcomes.[17](#medu13074-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#medu13074-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#medu13074-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} To avoid conceptual confusion and to optimise the theory‐building potential of their work, we encourage researchers to explicitly identify their theoretical lens, to be precise in defining and operationalising different motivational constructs, and to conduct a careful review of theory‐specific literature early in their study planning.

Second, measuring the outcomes of motivation studies is challenging for at least two reasons: the selection of which outcomes (psychological constructs) to measure and the choice of specific instruments to measure the selected outcomes. The choice of outcomes and instruments, and the timing of outcome assessment, can significantly influence study results. For instance, results (and thus conclusions) for mastery and performance‐approach goal orientations vary for different outcomes.[39](#medu13074-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Schunk identified four general motivation outcomes (choice of tasks, effort, persistence and achievement) and suggested tools for measuring each of these.[6](#medu13074-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Learners can also rate how motivating they perceive a course to be.[52](#medu13074-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} The outcome(s) most relevant to a given study will depend on the theory and the research question. In turn, for each outcome there are typically multiple measurement approaches and specific instruments, each with strengths and limitations. For example, behaviour‐focused measures diminish the importance of cognitive processes, whereas self‐report measures are limited by the accuracy of self‐perceptions. For all instruments, evidence to support the validity of scores should be deliberately planned, collected and evaluated.[53](#medu13074-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#medu13074-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}

Third, researchers should test clear, practical applications of motivation theory.[50](#medu13074-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#medu13074-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#medu13074-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} Each of the theories discussed above has empirical evidence demonstrating theory‐predicted associations between a predictor condition (e.g. higher versus lower expectancy of success) and motivation‐related outcomes, but the cause‐effect relationship in these studies (often correlational rather than experimental) is not always clear. Moreover, the practical significance of the findings is sometimes uncertain; for example, does a change in the outcome measure reflect a meaningful and lasting change in the learner, or is it merely an artifact of the study conditions? Well‐planned experiments can strengthen causal links between motivational manipulations and outcomes.[57](#medu13074-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} We can find examples of interventions intended to optimise self‐efficacy,[28](#medu13074-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} task value,[5](#medu13074-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} attributions[17](#medu13074-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and mindsets,[32](#medu13074-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} but research on motivational manipulations remains largely limited in both volume and rigour.[17](#medu13074-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, moderating influences such as context (e.g. classroom, clinical or controlled setting) and learner experience or specialty can significantly impact results. Linking motivational concepts with specific cognitive processes may be instrumental in understanding seemingly inconsistent findings.[17](#medu13074-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#medu13074-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Finally, real‐world implementations of research‐based recommendations may be challenged by resource limitations, logistical constraints or lack of buy‐in from administrators and teachers; research on translation and implementation will be essential.[58](#medu13074-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}

Lastly, we call for research that builds and extends motivation theory for education generally[50](#medu13074-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} and health professions education specifically. Theory‐building research should investigate 'not only that the intervention works but also why it works (i.e., mediating mechanisms) as well as for whom and under what conditions (i.e., moderating influences)'.[17](#medu13074-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Such research not only specifies the theoretical lens, interventions and outcomes, but also considers (and ideally predicts) how independent and dependent variables[2](#medu13074-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} interact with one another and with the topic, task, environment and learner characteristics.[59](#medu13074-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} Harackiewicz identified four possible relationships and interactions among motivation‐related variables: additive (different factors have independent, additive effects on a single outcome),interactive (different factors have complex effects on a single outcome),specialised (the impact of a given intervention varies for different outcomes) andselective (outcomes for a given intervention vary by situation, e.g. context or topic).[39](#medu13074-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}

We encourage would‐be investigators to further explore theory‐specific literatures to understand conceptual nuances, current evidence, potential interactions, important outcomes and timely questions.[47](#medu13074-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#medu13074-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}

Only research grounded in such solid foundations will provide the theoretical clarity and empirical support needed to optimise motivation to learn in health professions education.
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